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Abstract: Network on chip (NoC) is an integrated communication system on chip
(SoC), efficiently connecting various intellectual property (IP) modules on a sin-
gle die. NoC has been suggested as an enormously scalable solution to overcome
the communication problems in SoC. The performance of NoC depends on sev-
eral aspects in terms of area, latency, throughput, and power. In this paper, the 2D
and 3D mesh NoC performance on Virtex-5 field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) is studied. The design is carried in Xilinx ISE 14.7 and the behavior mod-
el is followed based on XY and XYZ routing for 2D and 3D mesh NoC respec-
tively. The functional simulation is performed on Modelsim 10.0 software. The
on-chip communicationis verified for 2D and 3D mesh NoC with different cluster
sizes that pre-estimates the hardware resources utilization on FPGA. The algo-
rithm provides a substantial platform to NoC designers to overcome the issues
of substantial configuration in NoC synthesis on FPGA in case of multiple proces-
sing elements, routers, cache controllers are integrated with SoC. The suggested
NoC is helpful for the embedded system design of smart wireless communication.
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1 Introduction

Design and manufacturing of Integrated Circuits (ICs) are completely dependent on integrating different
sub-modules. On a single chip, these sub-modules are the pre-design blocks of Intellectual Property (IP) and
cores. Any IC’s design must include the ability to reprocess. In the realm of Network-on-Chip (NoC) design
and throughput, manufacturing and semiconductor businesses are experiencing new hurdles. The reuse of
previously designed submodules or functional blocks is a novel approach to designing circuits with
excellent performance in less time and with higher gate counts. Core-based or IP-based designs, or simple
SoC designs, are based on the mentioned formalities [1]. Traditionally, the System-on-Board (SoB)
technique has been used, in which each piece of work is manufactured and fabricated solely after being
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mounted in a discrete board. Nowadays, single chip-based SoCs are used, in which all of the cores are
synthesised at the same time. Entire functional blocks are synthesized and manufactured in different units.
They can be mounted on a separate board. SoB is built on pre-existing blocks. Furthermore, virtual
modules, which are System-on-Chip (SoC) components, can be reused. Instead of fabricated ICs, these
virtual modules are soloey used as functional logics. It encapsulates the key contrast between core-based
systems and traditional design methodologies.

Many applications use bus topological structures and topologies to avoid SoC-based IPs from
performing poorly. Bus-based communication systems are unable to meet bandwidth, power
consumption, or latency requirements. The answer for such a communication-based system, which is a
bottleneck for an embedded switching network interconnecting the different IP modules in SoCs, is NoC
[2]. To maintain the arbitration mechanism and routing algorithms, as well as their implementation
techniques with various communication infrastructures, the system requires more bandwidth and design
space. Then, NoC plays a critical role in fault tolerance, allowing SoC designers to find the best solutions
for a variety of system restrictions and characteristics. The NoC is characterized by different structures
and routers connections. The way of connecting the different routers and their organization is called the
topology and represented in graphical forms. The routers can be connected in the direct topology and
indirect topology [3]. In the direct topology, all the routers are associated with the processor. Their
combinations can be used as a single processing element in the system referred to as the nodes in the
communication network. In the Indirect topology, the nodes are directly connected to the neighboring
nodes with a fixed length, and messages are transferred among the nodes directly with the help of one or
more instant nodes. The communication is taking place according to the different routing algorithms and
routers are directly involved in the communication throughout the topology. Most of the structure is
based on the orthogonal arrangement within the routers are scattered in N-Dimension and data packets
move in a dimension at a particular time. Such types of arrangement are a trade-off between performance
and cost, for scalableand programmable architecture [4]. Most of the popular topologies are N-Dimension
mesh, torus, and hypercube.

The 2D mesh topology is configured in XY structured where ‘X’ represents the row and ‘Y’ represents
the column. All the links between nodes are assumed to have an identical length, which imposes the regular
structure considered in physical design for simplicity. It is also easy to predict the area requirements of mesh
topology design. Moreover, the topology grows almost linearaly with increasing the number of nodes in the
XY direction. In particular, the mesh topology is preferred over otheors because of its linear and physical
structure. It also has the disadvantage that routers used in the mesh topology can lead the consisted
region in the NoC. Due to this problem, SoC designers have to take a lot of care and applications must
avoid congestion especially in the central region of the mesh. The fat tree is indirect in which the routers
are not connected directly as in mesh, torus, or ring. The source and target nodes are connected in an
indirect way such as in multistage networks, a crossbar switch, and tree structures. The tree topology
follows the parent-child relation connecting the source to the target node. NoC is helpful for the design of
smart wireless communication following different protocols such as ZigBee [5], Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth,
etc. for a large-scale wireless sensor network (WSN).

The route of the signal from the source node to the destination node is decided by the router. The mesh
NoC design is scalable, with the ability to establish and modify routes dynamically to improve the system’s
architectural scalability. Any node in a mesh topology is free to contact any other node, either directly or
through routing-capable devices relaying the message on the behalf of the message originator. If a cable
segment fails, the traffic can still be diverted using the remaining wires in mesh NoC. The novelty of the
work is to design the mesh NoC that supports higher frequency, throughput with minimum hardware chip
parameters utilization for smart communication. The problem statement of the research paper is addressed
in the same direction to design the 2D and 3D mesh NoC and analyze the performance on Virtex-
5 FPGA hardware.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discuss the most relevant related work. Section
3 is dedicated to the topological design of mesh NoC. The simulation results are discussed in Section 4, and
finally, Section 5 concludes this research work.

2 Related Work

NoC research is based on global communication issues in SoC, concerning the change from
computation-centric to communication-centric design and providing scalable communication structures.
The extensive work is done in the mesh NoC design. The systems [6] are based on an effective task
migration method applicable for many-core chips configured mesh-oriented networks. The suggested
algorithm gathers tasks successively working on a rectangular-shaped core. It is the source of the sub-
mesh network, changes the tasks to another rectangular-shaped network, and eliminates the chip
temperature hotspots to afford balanced loading condition on the chip. NoC are having the advantages [7]
of using system-level synthesis and scalable design. They presented the Multi Processor System on Chips
(MPSoCs) system having good performance, power, and area as a viable application explicit NoCs as
more advantageous for more regular NoC topologies. NoC can be applied for the test method to diagnose
online coexistent channel short and faults in traditional mesh NoC. They introduced a new method called
Damaru [8] to decompose the system and provide an efficient scheduling platform without negotiating
hardware resource consumption. Moreover, the proposed system scales fit with topological diversity,
channel width, and network size. 2D mesh and H-star topology [9] have been used to accompany a high-
performance switching architecture, also proposed the work on Birkhoff-von Neumann (BvN) switching
architecture. The architecture permits the resource bandwidth that depends on a particular traffic pattern.
3D NoC architecture [10] is based on homogeneous regular mesh design integrated with compact
heterogeneous floorplans as one or two separate layers. The architecture offers the benefits of compact
design over regular mesh networks. The 3D NoC design provides good network performance by
accumulating the mesh size, buffer size, and virtual channels. The 3-layer NoC design offered better
performance compared to the 2-layer NoC architecture. The MPEG decoder has been described the
increasing complexity of SoC [11] with growing the intellectual properties integrated to get the NoC
efficiency, resulting in the reduction of the NoC area by 33% and reducing the power consumption by 35%.

FPGA-based simulator [12] has been used for Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) based NoC
design. The suggested design and NOC simulation examine the design constraints, limitations, and
system performance parameters. It has been investigated that the system reconfiguration time increases
exponentially with the increment of parallel DPRs. 3D mesh NoC (8 × 8×8) using VHDL programming
in Xilinx ISE 14.2 software and synthesized the results on SPARTAN-6 FPGA [13]. The hardware results
and timing values are analyzed on the same FPGA targeted device xc3s50-5-tq144 and the design
supports 497.401 MHz frequency with an integrated feature of internode communication and security.
Ring NoC design [14] has been suggested for Rotator-on Chip (RoC) application in which 65536 nodes
were configured. The design was verified on Virtex-5 FPGA with 535.733 MHz frequency support. The
priority of nodes was decided on FIFO and arbitration mechanism with 64-bit data communication. The
NoC design has been evaluated the performance [15] of three on-chip communication designs and
architectures for multimedia applications. The NoC architecture was configured for point-to-point (P2P)
and bus-based communication in terms of space, power, and system performance. The experimental
FPGA synthesis and simulation predict that bus-based communication provides poor performance in
comparison to P2P in terms of chip area. The authors [16] discussed the ring NoC design concepts for
different configured nodes, its simulation, and the communication of functional nodes. The performance
was evaluated in terms of hardware and timing parameters using variable nodes from2 to 256 in Digilent
manufactured Virtex-5 FPGA hardware. It was stated the the design supports ‘n’bit data communication
and the 256-bit data was verifiedin the simulation and synthesis.
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A new algorithm, Efficient Dynamic Adaptive Routing (EDAR) was used for large-scale NoC routing
[17] and hardware chip implementation. The algorithm is helpful for the identification of faulty nodes in the
NoC architecture. The hardware simulation results have shown good throughput and performance of EDAR
in comparison to other routing algorithms. It is a suitable platform for large-scale and scalable NoC
architecture to identify busy or faulty nodes. The detailed quantitative evaluation for selected dynamic
process mapping algorithms for MPSoCs based on NoC structure was proposed in [18]. It can be widely
varied with mesh sizes, task loads, and communication systems. They proved that the communication-
aware packing-based nearest neighbor (CPNN) algorithm is having the lowest amount of energy
consumption with the evaluated algorithms. The mathematical models helped for on-chip routers [19],
which are based on the new model evolution of NoC performance and their analysis. The proposed router
model is a group of FIFO buffers for a router with four input channels and the arrival rates of the router
depend on the diagonal matrix and an average number of packets arrived at each input channel. The
architectures based on the NoC topology [20] were characterized by various trade-offs about their
specifications, performance, functionality, and structure. They carried the work to compare and contrast
the different architectures of the NoC to estimate the hardware parameters such as latency, performance,
power dissipation, and silicon area overhead. The design and assessment of a scalable and energy-
efficient NoC topology [21] are based on diagonal links. The topological design is called Z-Mesh. They
proposed the heuristic method for mapping the Z-Mesh design. The performance of the Z-Mesh is good
for the multicast traffic routing and the link energy consumption is better in comparison to unicast-based
routing. The applications and mapping are the new research issue in NoC [22]. The cores of design for
particular applications are mapped to the routers in NoC topology. It affects the power requirement and
overall system performance. The paper focuses on the different mapping techniques employed in the last
decade. The mesh topology-based NoC has been addressed for NoC chip design [23], targeted on Virtex
6 FPGA with LX240T device. The design was based on the programmable design and priority encoder
used as the scheduler. The design provides an optimized area as it is based on small buffers and follows
the XY routing. The XY routing is modified based on the single buffer and used to scale large mesh NoC
(8 × 8) size. The design based on a single buffer suggested the optimal solution in terms of latency and area.

Several common architectures and techniques have been discussed [24] that deal with transmission
performance, system scalability, and power consumption in NoC environment. This article provides
information about the layered protocol architecture of NoC as well as the routing scheme of (5 × 5)
crossbar NoC. They proposed the model of BiNoC that is also known as the bi-directional NoC model.
The number of channels between the two cores is not limited only up to two in the BiNoC architecture.
As the number of channels will be introduced the performance will be increased. The sophisticated
structure of mesh NoC is described as consisting of several segments of wires, network interfaces, and
routers. Every interface can have whether source IP and destination IP. Every NoC router must have both
hardware and software implementation to support the functionality of these layers. The T-mesh NoC [25]
is the most popular topology that provides the complete solution to avoid the complexity of the system-
on-chip. Still, there is a back draw of transmission delay in the regular mesh NoC. The author proposed a
regular T-mesh topology model, which is an improved version of the mesh topology.

3 Mesh Topology NoC Design

In the computer network, a crosspoints switch is also referred to as a crossbar switch or a switching
matrix that provides multiple inputs to multiple outputs in the form of a matrix. 2D NoC router follows
the crosspoint switch. The mesh NoC [26] is the structured form of (m×n) size routers. The nodes process
the data in which each node consists of its processing element. One node can communicate to another
with the help of a router. The NoC size of m×n represents m number of nodes in X direction and n
number of nodes in Y direction. For example, let us consider (4 × 4) mesh architecture as shown in
Fig. 1. To address 16 routers (2n =16, n = 4 bit) addressing is required in which 2-bit address is for X-axis
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and 2-bit address for Y-axis. The selection of the routers is done based on the crosspoint addressing as listed
in Tab. 1. It is called the XY routing of the 2D mesh network in which the X-axis presents the row address
and Y-axis presets the column address. To understand the detailed behavior of the 2D mesh NoC, another
example is considered of 64 nodes (2n =64, then n = 6 bit) in which nodes are identified by the 3-bit
address in X-axis as the row address and 3-bit address in Y-axis as column address. In the mesh NoC it is
considered that all the nodes are placed at equal distance and configured in the regular structure.

Figure 1: Mesh configuration (4 × 4)

Table 1: 2D Mesh routing using XY routing

Source_address Destination

X Y Router selection

00 00 Acknowledgment to Router R0

00 01 Acknowledgment to Router R1

00 10 Acknowledgment to Router R2

00 11 Acknowledgment to Router R3

01 00 Acknowledgment to Router R4

01 01 Acknowledgment to Router R5

01 10 Acknowledgment to Router R6

01 11 Acknowledgment to Router R7

10 00 Acknowledgment to Router R8

10 01 Acknowledgment to Router R9

10 10 Acknowledgment to Router R10
(Continued)
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The method of XY routing is referred to as a distributed deterministic routing algorithm. XY routing
never gets stuck in a stalemate or a livelock situation. The shortest and only calculated path for the
packet is regularly followed by the XY routing method. The approach works fine with both regular and
non-regular network topologies. The location given in the form of (x, y) is used to identify each node,
where x and y represent its positions in the x- and y- dimensions respectively. No matter what the
network conditions are, the path from the source node to the destination node is predetermined. In case of
no traffic congestion in the NoC, it offers a high level of reliable network and a short delay. Based on
XY routing, first, the packet will flow in the X-direction, then in the Y-direction, and packets cannot use
any other routes to bypass blocked paths. To compute the path, the existing router (x, y) coordinate is
compared to the destination router (x, y) coordinate. The router directs the signal to follow in the
X-dimension and then in the Y-dimension, until the data packet reaches its target IP core.

The 3D mesh topology [27] is also configured in the same manner as the 2D mesh topology. In 3D mesh,
the routing [28] is based on XYZ addressing. The diagram for 3D (3 × 3×3) mesh NoC is shown in Fig. 2 and
addressing is listed in Tab. 2. In the design, 27 routers can communicate. The packet information is depicted
in Fig. 3.

Table 1 (continued)

Source_address Destination

10 11 Acknowledgment to Router R11

11 00 Acknowledgment to Router R12

11 01 Acknowledgment to Router R13

11 10 Acknowledgment to Router R14

11 11 Acknowledgment to Router R15

Figure 2: Mesh 3D-NoC (3 × 3×3)
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End bit (1-bit): The status of the end bit is depicted about the ending of the transmission and it indicates
that the data is received at the receiving end.

Figure 3: Data packet format

Table 2: Mesh 3D (3 × 3×3) NoC under XYZ routing

X_address Y_address Z_address Router selection XYZ Routing

000 000 000 Acknowledgment to Router R0 (000)

001 000 000 Acknowledgment to Router R1 (100)

010 000 000 Acknowledgment to Router R2 (200)

000 001 000 Acknowledgment to Router R3 (010)

001 001 000 Acknowledgment to Router R4 (110)

010 001 000 Acknowledgment to Router R5 (210)

000 010 000 Acknowledgment to Router R6 (020)

001 010 000 Acknowledgment to Router R7 (120)

010 010 000 Acknowledgment to Router R8 (220)

000 000 001 Acknowledgment to Router R9 (001)

001 000 001 Acknowledgment to Router R10 (101)

010 000 001 Acknowledgment to Router R11 (201)

000 001 001 Acknowledgment to Router R12 (011)

001 001 001 Acknowledgment to Router R13 (111)

010 001 001 Acknowledgment to Router R14 (211)

000 010 001 Acknowledgment to Router R15 (021)

001 010 001 Acknowledgment to Router R16 (121)

010 010 001 Acknowledgment to Router R17 (221)

000 000 010 Acknowledgment to Router R18 (002)

001 000 010 Acknowledgment to Router R18 (102)

010 000 010 Acknowledgment to Router R20 (202)

000 001 010 Acknowledgment to Router R21 (012)

001 001 010 Acknowledgment to Router R22 (112)

010 001 010 Acknowledgment to Router R23 (212)

000 010 010 Acknowledgment to Router R24 (022)

001 010 010 Acknowledgment to Router R25 (122)

010 010 010 Acknowledgment to Router R26 (222)
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Layer Identification (3-bit): Multilayer environment is also supported by the 2D and 3D NoC. In layer
identification, the addresses of the layers [29] are identified. In our case, it is assumed 3 bit, which means it
can support 8 layers environment.

Sxyz (3, 3, and 3) Source Router (9-bit): It denotes the address of source routers that need to
communicate based on XYZ routing. It is addressed as X (3-bit), Y (3-bit), and Z (3-bit) direction.

Dxyz (3, 3, 3) Destination Router (9-bit): It denotes the address of target routers to end the commutation
as destination routers based on XYZ routing. It is addressed as X (3-bit), Y (3-bit), and Z (3-bit) direction.

Data (n-bit): It indicates the size of the data. It may be of ‘n’ bit in our case it assumed of 0 to 255 or 256-
bit data.

4 Simulation Results

The RTL view of the developed 2D and 3D mesh topology NoC is shown in Fig. 4. Tab. 3 discusses the
use, size, and details of the pins applied to configure 2D and 3D mesh NoC. The simulation waveform is
shown in Fig. 5 for 2D (4 × 4) and 3D (4 × 4 × 4) mesh NoC in binary and ASCII data formats in
Modelsim software. The smart communication is verified by the simulation test case in which the source
node and destination node interchange the data successfully. The depicted RTL is for the 16 nodes and
256-bit data. The nodes can vary up to 256 and data can be enhanced up to ‘n’ bit. In the simulation, the
design is verified for 256-bit data among 256 nodes.

Figure 4: RTL of 2D and 3D mesh NoC
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Table 3: Pin explanation for the 2D and 3D mesh NoC

Pin Size Functional description

reset 1-bit It is the input pin of std_logic, used to reset all the data and contents of all
the ports and registers in the NoC design.

clk 1-bit It is 1-bit input and default associated with the design used to give the rising
edge (+ve) edge in the simulation results and works on a 50% duty cycle.

Data_in <255:0> 256-bit It is the input data packet (256-bit) by the source router and is controlled by
the control unit of the network.

Data_out <255:0> 256-bit It is the output data packet (256-bit) by the source router controlled by the
control unit of the network.

In_node_address
<8:0>

9-bit It is the input of the source node used to define the input address of the
source node that need to communicate

Out_node_address
<8:0>

9-bit It is the input for the destination node used to define the output address of
the target node that need to communicate

X_adddres 3-bit It is the address of the source and target nodes corresponding to the X-axis

Y_address 3-bit It is the address of the source and target nodes corresponding to the Y-axis

Z_address 3-bit It is the address of the source and target nodes corresponding to the Z-axis

Write_enable 1-bit It is the input control signal used to write the contents from the source node
to the destination node. If the write_enable = ‘1’ and read_enable = ‘0’,
thecontents are written from the control unit to sourcememory register

Read_enable 1-bit It is the input control signal used to read the contents from the source node
to the destination node. If the read_enable = ‘1’ and write_enable= ‘0’, the
contents are read from the memory register to the destination

M0 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M1 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M2 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M3 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M4 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M5 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M6 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M7 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M9 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M10 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256 bit data

M11 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M12 <255:0> 256-bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M13 <255:0> 256 bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M14 <255:0> 256 bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data

M15 <255:0> 256 bit It is the input/output node carrying 256-bit data
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Test -1 (Mesh): First of all reset = ‘1’ and run. It will set the data of all routers and nodes to zero. Then
reset = ‘0’ and give direct positive clock signal. Assign the Write_en = ‘1’, in_node_address = “001000000”
out_node_address = “010000000”, X_address = “010” Y_addess = “000” and Z_address = “000” based on
output node, data_in = “43 6F 6D 70 75 74 65 72 54 4D 55 40 54 4D 55 40 43 6F 6D 70 75 74 65 7254 4D 55
40 54 4D 55 40” in hexadecimal or ComputerTMU@TMU@ComputerTMU@TMU@ in ASCII. The same
data is from source router R1 <255:0>. When Write_en = ‘0’, Read_in = ‘1’, the destination node R2
<255:0> and data_out <255:0> are getting the same data. Data_out = “0100 0011 0110 1111 0110 1101
0111 0000 0111 0101 0111 0101 0110 0101 0111 0010 0101 0100 0100 1101 0101 0101 0100 0000
0101 0100 0100 1101 0101 0101 0100 0000 0100 0011 0110 1111 0110 1101 0111 0000 0111 0101
0111 0101 0110 0101 0111 0010 0101 0100 0100 1101 0101 0101 0100 0000” in binary.

Write_enable and read_enable are the two control signals of the NoC which are useful to determine the
access and cycle time for the data communication. The write_enable operation adds new data to the node,
while the read_enable operation retrieves previously stored data. The signals are dependent on the
addresses of the source and destination nodes.

The number of slices, slice flip-flops, 4 input LUTs, input/output block (IoB), and global clocks (GCLK)
are the foremost critical parameters that determine hardware utilization of NoC. The values are taken straight
from the Xilinx software summary. The hardware parameters help the designer to estimate the Virtex-
5 FPGA hardware resource utilization and pre-estimates the values in pre-synthesis of the NoC. The
hardware resources are estimated for different mesh configurations in which the nodes are configured in
maximum cluster size (8 × 8) in which 256 nodes can communicate to each other. The FPGA hardware
and timing performance parameters [30] are listed for 2D NoC in Tabs. 4 and 5. Figs. 6 and 7 present the
hardware and timing utilization graph for 2D mesh NoC respectively. In the same way, the FPGA
hardware and timing performance parameters [31] for 3D NoC are listed in Tabs. 6 and 7. Figs. 8 and 9

Figure 5: Modelsim results and simulation of 256-bit data in ASCII format for 2D and 3D mesh NoC
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present the hardware and timing utilization graph for 3D mesh NoC respectively. The data presents that the
hardware and time delay is increasing as the network cluster configuration is increasing.

In the 2D mesh design, the number of the flip-flops are 34, 39, 52, 60, 72, 78, 86, and 104 for the
different sizes of mesh NoC. In 3D mesh design, the number of the flip-flops are 33, 36, 50, 57, 69, 75,
83, and 102 for the different sizes of mesh NoC. The number of slices are increasing as the nodes are
increasing and hardware complexity is increasing. It indicates that the 3D mesh consumes fewer hardware
resources than the 2D mesh. The hardware utilization is increasing as the node cluster size is increasing
in the 2D and 3D NoC. It will rise in tandem with the design complexity. In 2D and 3D NoC, the clock
latency appears to be growing with the number of nodes. The frequency support of the 3D mesh NoC is
greater than that of the 2D, indicating that the 3D NoC is the best option in terms of hardware
specifications and frequency support.

Table 4: Hardware parameters summary for 2D mesh NoC

Network
size

No. of
slices

No. of slice
Flip-flops

No. of 4
input LUTs

No. of
bounded IOBs

No. of
GCLK

N = 2 12 34 6 8 1

N = 4 20 39 10 16 1

N = 8 32 52 24 30 1

N = 16 40 60 30 56 1

N = 32 46 72 42 84 1

N = 64 50 78 52 112 1

N = 128 61 86 64 136 1

N = 256 82 104 80 148 1

Table 5: Timing detailed parameters for 2D mesh NoC

Network
size

Max
frequency

Min
period
(ns)

Time (ns)
before clk
(minimum)

Time (ns)
after clock
(maximum)

Memory
usage (kB)

Speed
grade

N = 2 135 0.906 2.045 3.011 9123 −5

N = 4 145 0.912 2.056 3.089 101450 −5

N = 8 170 0.923 2.145 3.110 124781 −5

N = 16 195 0.982 2.187 3.188 135190 −5

N = 32 215 1.004 2.210 3.214 201012 −5

N = 64 235 1.101 2.406 3.248 201130 −5

N = 128 400 1.211 2.451 3.349 210412 −5

N = 256 925 1.320 2.504 3.451 221005 −5
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Figure 6: Hardware utilization with cluster size in 2D mesh NoC

Figure 7: Timing values with cluster size in 2D mesh NoC

Table 6: Hardware parameters summary for 3D mesh NoC

Network size No. of slices No. of slice
Flip-flops

No. of 4
input LUTs

No. of
bounded IOBs

No. of
GCLK

N = 2 10 33 6 9 1

N = 4 18 36 8 18 1

N = 8 28 50 23 32 1

N = 16 38 57 28 58 1

N = 32 45 69 40 86 1

N = 64 48 75 51 116 1

N = 128 60 83 62 146 1

N = 256 80 102 74 160 1
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5 Conclusion

The NoC design and FPGA implementation are facing the challenge of SoC communication integration
on-chip die. The probability of failure in NoC is increasing with the rapid shrinking of chip die size.
Furthermore, the arbitrary positions may affect the uniformity of actual topological design, and a fixed

Table 7: Timing detailed parameters for 3D mesh NoC

Network
Size

Max
Frequency
(MHz)

Min
period
(ns)

Time (ns)
before clk
(minimum)

Time (ns)
after clock
(maximum)

Memory
Usage
(kB)

Speed
Grade

N = 2 235 0.912 2.251 4.239 125681 −5

N = 4 320 1.023 2.348 4.312 231467 −5

N = 8 365 1.187 2.451 4.417 281369 −5

N = 16 400 1.267 2.488 4.512 312034 −5

N = 32 425 1.371 2.512 4.621 383412 −5

N = 64 675 1.429 2.598 4.901 421628 −5

N = 128 825 1.467 2.613 5.014 456721 −5

N = 256 987 1.560 2.718 5.128 491234 −5

Figure 8: Hardware utilization with cluster size in 3D mesh NoC

Figure 9: Timing values with cluster size in 3D mesh NoC
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NoC can become irregular. The intercommunication among numerous cores and IP modules on the
singlechip may affect the system performance and communication of the chip as throughput, area, power,
and latency are the critical issues of chip design. In the research work, 2D mesh (4 × 4) and 3D mesh
(3 × 3 × 3) NoC are designed successfully in Xilinx ISE 14.7 and simulated using Modelsim 10.0. The
XY and XYZ routing are followed to address the nodes in 2D and 3D mesh NoC. FPGA is a scalable
device, which provides the synthesis environment with different clusters size of NoC. The FPGA is
configured for mesh topology structure for different cluster sizes (N = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256) that
supports 2D mesh (16 × 16) and 3D mesh (8 × 8 × 8) design in which 256 nodes can communicate each
other. For semiconductor industries, the hardware resource utilization and timing parameters are the
critical aspects. This study will help the NoC designers to plan before designing the chip itself by
considering the known hardware design factors, memory utilization, and timing parameters to configure
large-scale NoC. In the case of designing a large-scale Wireless Sensor Network, the suggested mesh
NoC design aids hardware designers in estimating FPGA resource utilization for smart computing and
control applications.
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